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CAV discussion
Tuesday April 26

• Introduced by STIC Chair Chris Hundt, the CAVita
principals delivered several modules of
information on connected vehicles (CV),
automated vehicles (AV), and their convergence
to connected automation (CAV)
• This included the fundamentals of CV and AV,
their current status, the future path to CAV, and
ramifications for State DOTs
• MAASTO participants also had the opportunity to
respond to a survey addressing CAV interests and
potential knowledge gaps

CAV Survey
• 57% of the participants indicated “I am
moderately informed about connected and
automated vehicles. I have read several articles
and participated in some trade organization
presentations and panel discussions”
• 38% of the participants indicated “Although I
have read various articles and attended some of
the presentations at various trade organizations, I
feel I need to hear more to have a better
understanding of connected and automated
vehicles”

CAV Survey (continued)
• Participants indicated the following subjects as “Vital to
include” in the discussion sessions:
–
–
–
–

More detail on overall CAV strategies, players and activities
Addressing safety, operational and geometric challenges
Addressing policy issues
Discussing pilot projects, lessons learned, upcoming tests, and
anticipated results
– More discussion with peers, other DOT’s, or private sector

CAV Survey (Continued)
• Participants were asked to pick “Top 2 topics” they
wanted to discuss most:
– 52% chose - Fundamentals of Connected and Automated
vehicles
– 47% chose - Traffic operational impacts of CAV
– 38% chose - Auto OEM’s and tier 1 suppliers views on CAV

Key questions raised by MAASTO participants prior to the meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What type of legislation will be most important to get underway first? And
what is currently being proposed?
There are several states already engaged in CAV. For new states wanting to get
involved what topics would be ideal not to duplicate?
What infrastructure cost is anticipated for state DOT’s and how is it anticipated
to be funded?
How should the state DOT’s structure their staff and organization to address
CAV issues?(e.g. special task forces VS. permanent business functions)
What is a realistic timeframe for CAV integration into the traffic stream
nationwide? Would it start in a particular state or region and expand?
Has anyone started to consider impacts of CV and AV as they develop
environmental documents that consider a 20 year or more planning horizon?

Key discussion points at the meeting
1) All states are interested in infrastructure funding, and the
implications of CV and AV for highway funding needs, and the
provision of funding
2) Considering the vehicular headway reduction due to
Connectivity; would we have more roadway capacity? Some
suggest we might have as much as doubling the capacity, but
certain operational attributes such a weaving might hinder that
added capacity
3) States need to be prepared with AV-related proposals for their
state legislators; for example, NHTSA may develop model
principles for state AV use legislation; states need to have such
principles in hand as legislators become active with regard to
AVs

Key discussion points (continued)
4) The 2025 tipping point for driverless
vehicles, as presented by CAVita, seems very
soon; how realistic is this projection, and
when do state DOTs need to do what?
– It was noted that many would say that
significant vehicle automation will be with us
well ahead of 2025
– CAVita presented two time scenarios depending
on level of activities for an accelerated
deployment

Key discussion points (continued)
5) The projected safety and efficiency benefits of AV
are impressive, but when will such benefits be
demonstrated or proven?
•

It was noted that NHTSA is likely to conduct large field operational tests
of certain AV use cases; the results of these FOTs will provide important
evidence, similar to the way that Safety Pilot confirmed safety
predictions for CV

6) There is strong interest in the actions of
insurance companies as AVs are more widely
deployed; when could consumers insuring
vehicles expect to see financial benefits
from the
safety improvements resulting from
the
introduction of AVs?

Key discussion points (continued)
7) In the MAASTO region, Michigan has taken
the lead with CV and AV preparations –
understandably so with the presence of
the auto industry; other states do not
need/intend to compete, but can benefit
from Michigan’s activities
– A good example is the four V2I applications
developed by MDOT and presented by Matt
Smith; these applications are particularly
helpful because they are targeted at public
agencies (rather than vehicle users)

Key discussion points (continued)

8) Can the safety benefits of CV and
AV be directly targeted to certain
roadway types that have high crash
rates, and high-severity crash
types? For example, would lane
departures on the rural system be
addressed by the CV and AV
technologies likely to be deployed?

Key discussion points (continued)
9) Highway platooning of heavy trucks provides a highlyattractive fuel economy benefit for carriers, and is
occurring on a trial basis in some states such as
Kansas and Michigan; the next step will be to conduct
“digital platooning” across multiple states
– The platooning application, which combines both AV
and CV technologies – while retaining simplicity and low
cost – may be the “canary in the mine” for on-road
automation and may deserve some collaborative action
– It was noted that the trucks that fleets acquire for
platooning also happen to be “smart trucks” offering
other benefits for safety, etc.

Key discussion points (continued)
10)It may make sense for state DOTs to classify their
road systems with respect to their suitability for
automated vehicles; for example, gravel roads
(perhaps “Level 1”) represent a significant
percentage of road miles in most states and
clearly lack the roadway markings that can assist
the sensors on AVs; on the other hand, paved
roads with 21st century ITS would represent the
highest level of suitability (perhaps “Level 3”)
– There is some doubt as to whether automakers
would agree with any approach that predetermines where AVs could operate

CAV discussion I
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CAVtalk
Module 1

Transportation technology going
forward – global significance

Module 1 Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

A technological tipping point
A century-old transportation system
Change has changed
The process of deployment
The road(s) to “connected automation”
A safe, secure transformation

A technological tipping point
• Connected vehicles and infrastructure (CV)
• Automated vehicles (AV)
• Surrounded by:
– Shared Use Services, Big Data, Cybersecurity,
Internet-of-Things, Smart Cities

• Enabled by:
– Sensors, software, cloud services, computation,
robotics, artificial intelligence, consumer
electronics

Century-old transportation system
• Drivers, vehicles and infrastructure
• Tremendous incremental progress
– For example, crash rates continue to decline

• But not sustainable for another century
• New technologies cut right across the old silos
– Safety, traffic efficiency, emissions, energy,
economics

• The 21st Century mobility system is connected,
automated and shared

Key transformational metrics
• Fatalities and injuries
• Delay in traffic
• Energy consumption

• Carbon emissions
• Customer satisfaction

Change has changed
• Conventional R&D model is linear: research,
protoyping, testing, modification, deployment
• We now need rapid learning cycles based on large
deployments
– This has been the successful model of the auto industry
– Commercially successful products require multiple cycles
of deployment with increasingly large groups of users

• The same model applies to CAV; in addition it becomes
a public-private activity, or set of activities
– There is no rule book for “public-private learning cycles”
– Current examples include pilots, demos, model
deployments, field operational tests, challenges, etc

The new process of deployment
• Model deployments (eg. Safety Pilot, Ann Arbor)
• Fake cities
– Mcity
– Willow Run (MI), Riverside (Tx), GoMentum (CA)

• CV pilots
– NYC, Tampa, Wyoming

• Public-private consortia
– Michigan Mobility Transformation Center (MTC),
ACCELERATETexas, GoMentum, Virginia Automated
Corridors, I70 Mountain Pilot

Mcity: opened by U-M and MDOT July 20

Value proposition for deployments
• New approach to public-private cooperation
– Creates an accelerated process of research and
development
– Establishment of trust for a common objective

• The right pilots in the right places with the right people
– Companies are drawn to participate in multiple pilots
– Success means consumer demand and willingness to fund
– Efficiency of execution

• Learnings are captured and shared
– Everyone has access to the best information
– States are not left behind

A safe, secure transformation
• Deployment must take care of risk management
–
–
–
–

Human factors issues with automation
Cybersecurity
Privacy
Legal and liability issues with automation

• State DOTs play a key role for AV deployment
–
–
–
–

Deployment of V2I technology
Seamless state-federal guidelines for AV
Guidelines on infrastructure maintenance issues for AV
Interoperability

• Take advantage of key technologies surrounding CAV:
– Transparency for on-roadway testing and crashes
– Big Data
– Smart Cities approach to deployment of automated mobility
services

CAVtalk
Module 2

Fundamentals of Connected
Vehicles (CV)

Module 2 Agenda
• What are connected
vehicles?
• How do connected vehicles
differ from automated
vehicles?
• CV technology and trends
• What are the drivers and
barriers of wide?
deployment of connected
vehicles?

How Connected
Vehicles Work
1

A wireless device in a car sends
basic safety messages 10 times
per second

2

Other nearby cars and roadside
equipment receive the messages

3

Drivers get a warning of a
potential crash

Connected vehicles have the
potential to reduce non-impaired
crash scenarios by 80%*
*Source: NHTSA

Source : USDOT - JPO

Connected Vehicles
What are they?

Source : USDOT - JPO

Connected Vehicles
What can they do?
• Save lives by significantly reducing
traffic accidents

• Make travel easier, more efficient,
and more enjoyable
• Help curb pollution

Source : USDOT - JPO

How could connected vehicles be
effective?
– “Connected” only becomes highly
effective when the density of
equipped vehicles in the traffic
stream increases to a certain point.
• Rate of deployment of V2X technology
in vehicles and infrastructure is a key
issue.
• Requires consideration of “original
equipment” installation in both
vehicles and infrastructure, as well as
the use of the aftermarket for vehicles
and potentially for infrastructure as
well.
31

CV technologies and trends
• Connected vehicles (and infrastructure)
rely on wireless communication
– Wireless method provides a platform upon
which a rich variety of applications may be
placed and operated.
– In the United States, connected vehicles
have been developed primarily for the
purpose of deploying safety applications.
While safety applications may cover a wide
field in terms of specificity for avoiding
crashes, the adopted wireless method must
accommodate the most demanding
applications.
32

CV technologies and trends (continued)
• The platform uses Dedicated Short
Range Communication (DSRC)
– uses part of a 75 MHz slice of licensed
spectrum at 5.9 GHz.
– Signal reliability and short latency of this
wireless method are suitable for highly
specific safety applications like forward
collision warning, or automatic braking
system.
– It is possible that future versions of
cellular technology, such as 5G, will have
adequate technical performance –
similar to DSRC
33

CV technologies and trends (continued)
• The deployment of DSRC roadside equipment in the infrastructure
– especially at intersections and on curves – is a necessary
development, along with a sufficient density of equipped vehicles
in a given traffic stream.
– Typically housed in traffic control cabinets, with transmission
equipment high-mounted on signal arms, poles and gantries.

• While equipment vendors and the traffic control industry have the
necessary technology, the business case for paying for the
installation, operation, and maintenance of the roadside equipment
is not at all clear.
• In addition to the roadside equipment, it is necessary to have a
“data backhaul” (getting data to a point from which it can be
distributed over a network) to centralized locations.
34

What are the drivers and barriers of wide
deployment of CV?
• Requires a highly strategic and coordinated
public-private effort
– Strong decision making by a range of companies from
the automotive, traffic control, infrastructure, and the
technology industry.

• More demanding institutionally than
technologically
–
–
–
–

Consumers will demand and drive it!
Infrastructure guidelines, connectivity and funding
Legal, privacy and liability issues
Cybersecurity
35

CAVtalk
Module 3

Fundamentals of Automated
Vehicles (AV)

Module 4 Agenda
• What are automated vehicles?
• How do automated vehicles differ from
connected vehicles?
• How do AVs relate to drivers?
• How do AVs relate to the infrastructure and traffic
environment?
• Who will own AVs?
• What are the barriers to wide deployment of
automated vehicles?

What are automated vehicles?
• AVs cover a very broad range of functions, from driverassist interventions to full driverless capability
– The term “automated vehicle” includes “autonomous
vehicle” (having more reliance on on-board technologies)

• The common feature of all AVs is the replacement of
one or more human control functions with machine
functions
• In order to describe an AV, it is necessary to consider:
– The intended role of the driver
– The intended operating environment

• The AV value proposition has a short-term focus on
convenience and efficiency, and a long-term focus on
shared mobility services
– Safety is a major criterion: starting with the safe
introduction of automated features, and ending with a
mobility system free of crashes

Elements of automation
• Sensing of the vehicle location and immediate
environment of roadway, roadside and traffic
• Determination of “situation awareness”
• Recognition of traffic conflicts
• Determination of control actions
– Subject to driving norms and road rules

• Effecting and monitoring control

What classes of vehicles will be
automated?
• Light consumer vehicles (passenger cars and SUVs) will utilize
automation features for safety, comfort and convenience
– Trucks and vans will be automated in a similar manner

• Heavy freight trucks will be early adopters of automation features
for safety, fuel efficiency and driver assistance
• Transit buses will utilize automation features for safety and driver
assistance
• A new class of vehicle - driverless shuttles – will provide mobility
services; initially in precincts and in urban centers
– Driverless shuttles will also be used for urban freight delivery
– Such shuttles may be combined in “flights” for high-capacity urban
corridors

• Automation will initially be factory-fitted by OEMs, and will
eventually be available in the aftermarket

Examples of AV features
• Automated Emergency Braking (AEB) to apply a car’s brakes in an
imminent collision when the driver has failed to act
– To be deployed voluntarily in 2022 subject to 2016 NHTSA agreement
with 20 automakers

• Advanced multi-function cruise control that drives the car on a
freeway
– Super Cruise on 2017 Cadillac

• Platooning of long-distance freight trucks on major highways
– Following vehicles automatically travel behind the lead vehicle at short
headways
– Significant gains in fuel economy

• The vehicle takes over control traveling at very low speed in a traffic
jam
– Applicable to long-distance freight trucks when encountering a zone of
intense congestion
– Provides fatigue relief for the driver

How do automated vehicles differ from
connected vehicles?
• Connected vehicles provide drivers with warnings
related to the behavior of other vehicles, or
infrastructure factors such as curves
– The driver still has to take the control action
– V2V-V2I connectivity is akin to a highly-effective
sensor and does not replace the driver

• Connected vehicles are not necessarily
automated; automated vehicles will generally be
connected

How do AVs relate to drivers?
• Elements of automation can relieve drivers of difficult, or
tedious driving tasks
– Eg. Parallel parking, or freeway cruising

• Full automation can remove driver error as the major form
of crash causation
• Drivers are central to the AV value proposition
– AVs are attractive to consumers (drivers) because they save time
and allow other tasks to be carried out
– AVs are attractive to governments because they reduce driver
error (and crashes) and orchestrate traffic movement

• Many are skeptical of the driver’s ability to occasionally
take over control from the machine

Role of the driver
• Both NHTSA and SAE have defined levels of automation
from the perspective of the required role of the driver
• The driver’s role is viewed in terms of:
– Eyes on/off the road
– Hands on/off the wheel
– Feet on/off the pedals

• Distinction is made between the machine or driver
monitoring operating conditions (and the need for the
driver to regain control)
• The time available for the driver to regain control is
important
– Some companies and experts are opposed to technologies
that require such monitoring and sudden reinsertion of
driver control

How do AVs relate to the infrastructure and
traffic environment?
• The sensors on AVs recognize certain infrastructure features such as
lane markings, signs and signals
• A future state with high penetration of AVs may allow roadway
geometry to change
– eg. Narrower lanes

• AVs need to co-exist with conventional vehicles
– Both need to follow the same “rules of the road”
– Machines currently drive conservatively and many drivers are the
opposite

• Driverless vehicles will be introduced in certain contained and
controlled environments, as part of public-private mobility schemes
– Important element of Smart Cities programs
– Precincts, campuses
– Such schemes will be place-based and may bundle other technologies
such as electrification

Who will own AVs?
• Vehicles with automated features will be privately owned; these
features will be highly attractive to the market
– OEMS will voluntarily introduce automated safety features and the
number of automated vehicles will rise rapidly
– But the number of such vehicles (vehicles with automated features)
will remain within the parameters of current motor vehicles sales

• Vehicles with automated features (especially those in the truck,
heavy truck and bus classes) will be owned by companies and fleets
• Driverless vehicles will be both privately owned (by individuals and
fleets), and publicly owned (by cities)
– Driverless vehicles will be highly tailored and task-specific
– DVs will be simpler, lighter and cheaper
– DVs will be eventually used by a wider cross-section of generations,
and may offer new use cases
– The number of DVs could eventually grow rapidly and exceed the
norms of current motor vehicle sales

AVs will advance via use cases and scenarios
Recent Volpe/NHTSA examples
Automated Vehicles
•
•
•
•

Highway automation
Driverless valet
Truck platooning
Aftermarket highly-automated
driverless vehicle kit
• Conventional vehicle with highlyautomated OEM kit
• Highly-automated, conventionally
designed vehicle

Driverless Vehicles
• Highly-automated vehicle with
advanced design
• Highly-automated vehicle with
novel design
• Riderless delivery motorcycle
• Driverless delivery vehicle (light
duty/heavy duty)

Review of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) for Automated Vehicles

What are the barriers to wide deployment of
automated vehicles?

• Reliability of full automation
• Lack of policy and standards
– Potential for non-uniform “rules of the road”

•
•
•
•

Availability of infrastructure connectivity (V2I)
Infrastructure guidelines and funding
Legal and liability issues
Cybersecurity & privacy issues need solutions

CAVtalk
Module 4

Current status of Connected
Vehicles (CV)

Module 3 Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

Key CV application and deployment
CV test sites
Description and attributes of test sites
Anticipated results
Path forward

Key CV application and deployment
• In the United States, R&D in connected vehicles and
infrastructure has been underway for more than ten years.
• The USDOT has overseen research, bench testing, test
beds, field trials, standards development, and model
deployment.
• larger deployments are being developed in order to reveal
the benefits in different and challenging environments.
• Partnerships forging in multiple parts of the country government agencies, companies and universities come
together to install, operate, and evaluate V2X zones or
corridors.
• In the United States, most of the testing of highlyautomated vehicles is carried out by manufacturers on
public roads, although some new off-roadway test facilities
have been constructed or adapted.

Key CV application and deployment
(continued)
• The approach in US contrasts with Europe, where programs such
as CityMobil2 field test automated urban shuttle services in
selected locations (such as in La Rochelle, France). Various offroadway facilities are also being adapted for testing AV.
• Although many have a goal to converge connected and
automated vehicles, and may have certain testing underway, it
does not appear that there are any deployments that currently
merge the two technologies.
• The on-roadway sites tend to be connected vehicle and
infrastructure deployments where automated vehicles could be
added. The off-roadway sites tend to focus on testing of
automated vehicles, with the capability to include connectivity.

Source: USDOT - JPO

Successfully Piloting
Connected Vehicles
• Data collection exceeded
expectations
• Regular drivers experienced proven
technology

• Connectivity was achieved across
various types and modes
• Reduced risks

CAV test sites and deployments in US
Project/Location

Government Partners

Industry Partners

Universities/ Research

Accelerate Texas
TX

Austin Metro.
Texas DOT (Tx DOT)
Central Texas Regional
Mobility Authority.
Harris County Regional
Tollway Authority.
North Central Texas
Council of
Governments.
North Texas Tollway
Authority.

BMW,Continental
Cubic,Econolite
Iteris,Nvidia
Serco

GoMentum Station
Contra Costa,
CA
University of
Michigan Mobility
Transformation
Center (and Mcity )
Ann Arbor,
MI

Contra Costa
Transportation
Authority

Michigan
DOT(MDOT)
USDOT,
City of Ann Arbor

The American
Center for Mobility
– Willow Run,
Ypsilanti, Michigan

Michigan DOT,
Auto OEM’s and
University of Michigan
University of Michigan. suppliers in progress

Texas A&M
Transportation
Institute.
Southwest Research
Institute.

Key Assets

Comment

Multiple corridor
test beds.
Truck platooning
operations.
TTI Riverside Test
Facility.

Both on-roadway
and off-roadway test
facilities cater to
connected and
automated
technologies.

Stantec Consulting
EasyMile
Honda

Off-roadway
facility.

Caters mainly to
automated vehicles

Bosch,
University of
Delphi,Denso
Michigan
Econolite,Ford,GM
Honda,Iteris,
Navistar
Nissan,Qualcomm
State Farm,Toyota
Verizon,Xerox

Ann Arbor
Connected
Vehicle Test
Environment.
Mcity

Both on-roadway
and off-roadway
test facilities cater
to connected and
automated
technologies.

335 Acres at Willow Being built with costRun in Ypsilanti
shared opportunities
Michigan. Access to
Mcity and Ann
Arbor connected
vehicle test
environment

CAV test sites and deployments in US
(continued)
Virginia Automated
Corridors
VA

Virginia DOT (VA
DOT)
Virginia Department
of Motor Vehicles,
Town of Blacksburg

Here
Transurban

Virginia Tech
Transportation
Institute

Northern Virginia
Highways and
Arterials
Virginia Smart
Road

Both on-roadway
and off-roadway test
facilities cater to
connected and
automated
technologies.

NYC CV Pilot Deployment

New York City DOT
(NYC DOT)

Transcore
Cambridge
Systematics
Cohda Wireless
Savari.
Security Innovation

Battelle.

Connected
corridors
10,000 public
service vehicles
connected.

Connected vehicles
only.

Tampa CV Pilot
Deployment

Florida DOT (FL DOT)
Tampa Hillsborough
Expressway Authority
(THEA).
City of Tampa.
Hillsborough Regional
Transit Authority
(HART).

HNTB.
Booz Allen
Global5Communications
Hamilton
Siemens.

Center for Urban
Transportation
Research (CUTR),
University of South
Florida (USF).

Connected
downtown grid and
corridor.

Connected vehicles
only.

Wyoming DOT (WY DOT)
CV Pilot Deployment

WY DOT.
National Center for
Atmospheric Research
(NCAR).

ICF International.
McFarland
Management.

University of Wyoming
University of Maryland,
CATT Lab

Connected corridor
for freight vehicles.

Connected vehicles
only.

The MTC
A public/private R&D partnership
that will lead a revolution in mobility
and develop the foundations
for a commercially viable ecosystem
of connected and automated vehicles

developing an entire system of
connected and automated transportation
on the streets of southeastern Michigan
through 2021
a shared initial investment of $100M over 8
years with 25% coming directly from the U-M

PILLAR 1: ANN ARBOR TEST ENVIRONMENT
2800
• Up
toVehicles
9000 Vehicles

• 60
Freewaysites
sites
19 Intersections  3 Curve-related sites  12
3 Freeway
• Over-the-air security  All DSRC communications logged
• Backhaul communication network  Back-end data storage
• Will test selected
V2I functions
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Mcity: Streetscape in downtown Mcity

Connected Vehicle Pilot
Deployment Program

PILOT SITES

PROGRAM GOALS

New York City

ICF/Wyoming

STAY CONNECTED


Participate in Concept Development Phase Webinars for the three Pilot Sites
(see website for exact dates and times)
Feb 2016

Mar 2016

Concept of Operations
Webinars




Apr 2016

May 2016

Jun 2016

Performance Measurement
Webinars

Visit Program Website for Updates: http://www.its.dot.gov/pilots
Contact: Kate Hartman, Program Manager, Kate.hartman@dot.gov

Source – USDOT - JPO

Jul 2016

Aug 2016

Comprehensive Deployment Plan
Webinars

Tampa (THEA)

Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment Sites
ICF/Wyoming
•
•

Reduce the number and severity of adverse weather-related incidents in
the I-80 corridor in order to improve safety and reduce incident-related
delays.
Focused on the needs of commercial vehicle operators in the State of
Wyoming

New York City
•
•

Improve safety and mobility of travelers in New York City through connected
vehicle technologies.
Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) technology installed in up to 10,000 vehicles in
Midtown Manhattan, and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) technology installed
along high-accident rate arterials in Manhattan and Central Brooklyn.

Tampa (THEA) Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority
•
•

Alleviate congestion and improve safety during morning commuting hours.
Deploy a variety of connected vehicle technologies on and in the vicinity of
reversible express lanes and three major arterials in downtown Tampa to
solve the transportation challenges.

Source – USDOT - JPO

New York City
Key Facts
10,000 city-owned vehicles + Peds/Bikes equipped to
test V2V and V2I technology throughout Midtown
Manhattan
Controller and RSE upgrades to support V2I at a number
of intersecitons
Peek listed as Stakeholder in proposal

NYCDOT and Transcore are primary leads
Cohda and Savari part of project team and

Mobility and Safety Issues Goals
Reduction in spot speeding
Reduction in accidents in high incident intersections
Improve Ped safety and reduce bus related accident rate
Improve safety of disabled Peds using V2P
Reduce accidents/delays involving low bridges
Enforce truck route restrictions
Improve Work Zone Safey
Balance mobility in congested areas
Reduce crashes, injuries and delays

CV Applications and Fleet
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City of Tampa

Tampa-Hillsborough Expressway Authority - Focused on Mobility, Safety and Security:
Morning Backups
Pedestrian Conflicts / Pedestrian
Safety
Wrong Way Entries
Traffic Progression

BRT Optimization / Trip Times / Safety
Streetcar / Auto / Ped / Bike Conflicts
Security and Privacy Protections and
Management

City of Tampa (Continued)
Combines
Expressway and
Urban applications
V2V & V2I SafetyMobility-Data Focus
Curve Speed Warning
EEBL, FCW
Ped in Crosswalk
PED-SIG
I-SIG
Probe Data
TSP
Turn assist

36 intersection sites

State of Wyoming

State of Wyoming (I-80) - Focused on the needs of the commercial vehicle operator:
Broad Public/Private Sector Team
Motorist Alerts and Advisories relating
to weather conditions

Create platform for future use based on
user needs
Work Zone Alerts
Truck Restrictions

Spot Specific Weather Warnings

Truck Parking

Variable Speed Limits

Curve Speed Warnings

Speed harmonization

Route guidance

State of Wyoming (Continued)

• GoMentum Station is in Concord, California, part
of the Contra Costa Transportation Authority
(CCTA)
• OCTA facilitates a collaborative partnership among
OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers; and other entities
• The 5,000–acre former navy weapons station,
featuring 20 miles of paved roadway, is the largest
secure test facility in the world
• Current team members include : Honda and
EasyMile (shared driverless vehilces)

ACCELERATETEXAS

Operating ITC Test Facilities
Texas CV Pilot
(TBD)

I-30 Test Bed and NTTA (DFW)
USDOT Freight Project
(Waco)

CTRMA and
City of Austin

TTI Riverside Test Bed &
proposed Transit, Ped,
Bike Test Bed (College
Station)

TxDOT DSRC
Testing (San Antonio)
Truck Platooning
(CS & SH 130)

TranStar traffic operations
center (Houston)

Preeminent opportunities across the spectrum of test and real-world facilities

Advanced Technologies and Smart Cities
Technology convergence will revolutionize transportation, dramatically improving
safety and mobility while reducing costs and environmental impacts

Connected Vehicles

Benefits
• Order of magnitude safety
improvements

Vehicle Automation
Connected-Automated Vehicles

• Reduced congestion

Internet of Things

• Reduced emissions and
use of fossil fuels

Machine Learning

• Improved access to jobs
and services

Big Data

• Reduced transportation
costs for gov’t and users
• Improved accessibility and
mobility

Sharing Economy
Smart Cities

Source – USDOT - JPO

Smart Cities and
Connected Vehicles
Smart Cities incorporate and expand
connected transportation to ensure
that connected transportation data,
technologies and applications – as well
as connected travelers – are fully
integrated with other systems across a
city, and fulfill their potential to
improve safety, mobility and
environmental outcomes in a
complexly interdependent and
multimodal world that supports a
more sustainable relationship between
transport and the city.

Source – USDOT - JPO

Smart City Challenge Finalists

Path to accelerated deployment
• Disciplined collaborative and well orchestrated efforts
– Public/private stakeholders

• Shared learning experience
• Consumer engagement
– Comprehensive outreach program
– Listening and responding

• Infrastructure readiness
• Mitigation of perceived/real barriers
– Infrastructure investment
– Privacy, liability, and cybersecurity

CAVtalk
Module 5

Status of Automated Vehicles
(AV)

Module 5 Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the current state of readiness of AV technology?
How well are AVs accepted by consumers?
What are the main drivers of AV deployment?
Who are the major players in developing and
commercializing AVs?
What is the role of public agencies?
What will be the impact of AV standards and regulations?
What are the main scenarios for penetration of AVs in the
U.S. transportation system?
How could AVs impact the U.S. economy and society?

State of AV readiness
• Automated features are fully developed and ready to be
commercialized
– Automated lane-keeping, cruise and braking are already
available

• Development of driverless vehicles is progressing from
simple environments (eg. highway travel) to more complex
environments
– Driverless vehicles cannot yet deal with dense, complex urban
environments
– Machine failures in complex environments are too frequent

• The driverless technologies are well beyond the R&D stage
but the beta testing and deployment stages are early-stage,
and complex
– Extensive testing needs to be done on public roads
– Disclosure is an important part of a safe, accelerated process
• Providing information on AV crashes
• Use of data streams to monitor risks

Consumer acceptance
• The technologies are currently obscure
– Cover a wide range and are not well understood by
the public

• “AVs in general” create interest and excitement
• Automated features follow a tradition of
advanced safety features with strong consumer
acceptance (eg. ADAS)
• The consumer experience with driverless cars is
still an unknown quantity
• Polls show concerns about traveling in driverless
vehicles, but interest in taking advantage of a
helpful technology

Main drivers of AV deployment
• Individual OEMs want to be the first to offer the safety benefits of
automated features
– Competitive advantage; safety has become a competitive issue
– The market for automated features is an extension of the current
automotive market and is well-defined

• Disruptive industries see vast new markets with driverless vehicles
– Tech, IT companies
– Shared use services
• The transformational potential of “driverless+shared”

• Government agencies see overall benefits to society and do not
want to unduly impede the technology
– Safety agencies (NHTSA) will “require” certain automated features
– Driverless technology will not be required, and is likely to be subject to
performance or design standards
• The extent to which driverless technology is regulated will affect deployment
efforts and and time frames
• The USDOT has announced a large AV effort: $4B and 10 years

Major players in development and commercialization of AVs

I Automated Features
•
•
•
•

OEMs, appealing to consumer demand
OEMs, responding to federal safety agreements
All Tier 1 suppliers
Tier 2 suppliers with proprietary technology, subsystems and sensors (eg. Mobileye)
• NHTSA, through agreements with OEMs
• OEMs, through ride-sharing and car-sharing
subsidiaries
• Insurance companies, through incentives

Major players in development and commercialization of AVs

II Driverless Vehicles
• Tech companies such as Google and Tesla
• State DMVs, through legislation for on-road testing and use
– Licensing the machine

•
•
•
•

NHTSA, through potential performance regulations
Standards organizations (SAE, AASHTO, IEEE, ETSI)
Specialist vehicle manufacturers (Navya, Local Motors)
All OEMs, following an incremental product path
– Acceptance of liability

• Tier 1 suppliers, some with high visibility (Delphi)
• Tier 2 suppliers with proprietary technology, sub-systems and sensors (eg.
Mobileye)
• Insurance companies, covering risks of shared systems
• Ride-sharing companies (Uber)
• Precincts such as universities, airports, inland ports and military bases
• Cities developing new mobility services (Fort Monmouth, La Rochelle,
Milton Keynes, Greenwich)
– Assessors and valuators

Ecosystem for AV mobility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tech companies
OEMs
Traffic sensing and control
Tier 1 suppliers
Mobility services
Big data analytics
Telecommunications
Insurance
Cybersecurity & privacy
Consumer electronics

Public agency role (driverless vehicles)
• Federal (USDOT)
–
–
–
–

Guidance on driverless vehicles
Potential barriers in FMVSS
Agreements on automated features for safety
The performance of driverless systems

• State
– DMVs on rules of the road
– Review of legislation relative to AVs
– DOTs on infrastructure design, ITS, maintenance & traffic
operation

• MPOs on infrastructure planning and investment
• Cities on AV provisions
– Zones, lanes, staging areas and “safe stops”
– Related technologies (EV)
– Connectivity and data

Impact of AV standards and regulations
• “Agreements” covering automated features will greatly
accelerate the deployment of AVs in large numbers
– Voluntary fitment by OEMS will further accelerate progress

• Standards for driverless systems will significantly delay
the deployment of driverless vehicles
– Advanced forms of data transparency could accelerate the
deployment process
– Smart Cities business models could accelerate the
deployment process
– Use of the Open Business Model (OBM) by cities will
create pre-qualified vendors and allow the efficient
imposition of regulatory restrictions
– Ownership of DVs by private individuals will be impeded by
current automotive models for standards and mandates

Main scenarios for AV market penetration
• For vehicles with automated features, rapid market penetration will
occur – soon - through the actions of OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers
– Certain features will be fitted voluntarily
– Features will also be “required” via agreements with NHTSA
– V2X connectivity will not be a pre-requisite, but may be used when
available

• For driverless vehicles, many more players will be involved –
including tech companies and OEMs – providing huge growth
opportunities
–
–
–
–

New classes of vehicle and new types of ownership
New mobility services being offered to a broader range of users
New services offered by OEMs
High demand for lower-priced trips

• But technological and institutional tipping points need to be
reached to unleash the driverless vehicle scenario
– Cities will play an important role

• A significant tipping point for the driverless scenario will occur
when V2V and V2I penetration reaches a mature level

Impact of AVs on U.S. economy and society
• Vehicles with automated features will serve
society by moving the needle on safety
– Creating a new normal, where total fatalities decrease
for the first time in a century

• Driverless vehicles will provide “designer
outcomes” with order-of-magnitude
improvements in:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Safety
Traffic efficiency
Energy use
Emissions
Personal and freight mobility
Mobility entrepreneurship

Q&A
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Module 7

CAV evolution and key players

Module 7 Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the way forward for CV?
Who are the key players for CV?
What is the way forward for AV?
Who are the key players for AV?
How do CV and AV inter-relate?
The tipping point for CAV convergence

CV and AV can proceed
independently on parallel paths but
will converge to produce
“connected automation”

What is the way forward for CV?
• A strong base of technology and standards has
been developed
• Need to maintain the push for deployment
• Requires actions on both the vehicle and
infrastructure sides
– Also protection of the 5.9 GHz spectrum

• There are distinct deployment paths (and
players) for connected vehicles and for
connected infrastructure

Path to CV
Connected Vehicles
• Voluntary fitment of V2V
and I2V by OEMs
• Aftermarket fitment
• Introduction of V2V rule
• Significant penetration by
2025

Connected Infrastructure
• V2I guidance from FHWA
• V2X pilots (NYC, Tampa,
Wyoming)
• Actions by State DOT’s,
MPOs and cities
• Significant penetration of
signalized intersections by
2025

Who are the key initiators for CV?
Connected Vehicles
• OEMs fit V2V and V2I applications
and create HMI’s
• Tier 1 suppliers provide V2X
platforms and applications
• Tier 2 suppliers provide radios,
antennas and applications
• NHTSA administers rules and
agreements

Connected Infrastructure
• State, regional and city agencies
plan, fund and fit I2V platforms
• OEMs fit I2V applications
• Traffic control and ITS suppliers
provide I2V platforms and data
backhaul
• Tier 2 suppliers provide radios,
antennas and applications
• FHWA provides guidance

Continuing issues for CV
• Exclusive access to 5.9 GHz spectrum
– FCC will decide whether to allow multiple uses and to
auction part or all of the spectrum (currently reserved
for safety applications)

• Cybersecurity & privacy
– Authority for issuing security certificates
– Monitoring of security breaches
• The auto industry has created an Auto ISAC (Information
Sharing and Analysis Center) under the Alliance of
Automotive Manufacturers

Path to AV
Automated Vehicles
• Voluntary fitment of
automated features by OEMs
• Fitment of automated features
under NHTSA agreements
• Significant penetration by
2025

Driverless Vehicles
• Rules of the road at state level
• NHTSA issuing AV
interpretations of FMVSS
• USDOT field operational tests
(FOTs) – yet to be announced
• Low-speed trials
• Smart cities deployments
• On-demand fleets in precincts
and cities
• NHTSA rule making for
driverless technology
• Readiness for on-demand
mobility services by 2025

Who are the key initiators for AV?
Automated Vehicles
• OEMs offering automated
features
• NHTSA agreements with
OEMs
• Tier 1 suppliers

Driverless Vehicles
• Tech companies (Eg. Google)
• Specialty vehicle manufacturers
(Eg. Navia)
• OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers (Eg.
GM and Delphi)
• Tier 2 suppliers of sensors
• Geo based information suppliers
(eg. HERE)

Continuing issues for AV
•
•
•
•

Occasional engagement of human driver
Liability
Cybersecurity & privacy
Compliance with federal motor vehicle
standards

AV concepts considered by Volpe/NHTSA
Review of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) for Automated Vehicles

Automated Vehicles
•
•
•
•

Highway automation
Driverless valet
Truck platooning
Aftermarket highly-automated
driverless vehicle kit
• Conventional vehicle with highlyautomated OEM kit
• Highly-automated, conventionally
designed vehicle

Driverless Vehicles
• Highly-automated vehicle with
advanced design
• Highly-automated vehicle with
novel design
• Riderless delivery motorcycle
• Driverless delivery vehicle (light
duty/heavy duty)

How do CV and AV inter-relate?
• Currently there is little relationship
• Vehicle platooning requires elements of both
CV and AV:
– Automation - at least longitudinal control of
following vehicle, and perhaps lateral control
– Connection – to assist control of short headways

• Current AV use cases would benefit from CV if
made available

CV and AV will converge
Safety
• Automated use cases require CV whenever vehicles operate closer
together
– eg. Platooning

• Driverless vehicles with CV will operate more safely in mixed traffic
– eg. Rear-end collisions
– eg. On-ramps and merges

Traffic Efficiency
• CV will enable automated features to smooth traffic flow
Liability
• Driverless, shared mobility services will be introduced in an advanced
traffic environment of private vehicles
– High penetration of CV and automated vehicles
– Liability will dictate: mobility services will be connected

Convergence of CV and AV paths
“Connected Automation”

The tipping point for CAV
2025 – 2030 timeframe
• V2V and V2I are widely deployed
– Cybersecurity and privacy issues are settled

• Privately-owned vehicles with automated features (such as AEB) are
widely used
– Many of these vehicles have the additional benefit of V2V and V2I
connectivity

• Driverless vehicle standards, operating rules and infrastructure
guidelines are available
– Cybersecurity & privacy measures are proven adequate for AVs on a
large scale
– Experience with mobility services using tailored driverless vehicles
– Sufficient connected infrastructure is available

Transformational Technologies in Transportation
State-of-the-Activities

Key Sectors/Categories

Examples of Key CAV Players

a.

Public Agencies
Federal
State
Regional
City

-

USDOT
NHTSA, ITS JPO, FHWA
FCC
MDOT, NYDOT, FDOT, VDOT, Caltrans, TxDOT, WyDOT
NYC Transportation
Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority
City of Ann Arbor
City governments
Managers of public facilities (such as airports)

a.

Associations










ITS America
AASHTO
TRB
AUVSI
SAE
ITE
IEEE
Shared Use Mobility Center (SUMC)

TRB eCircular

Key Sectors/Categories

Examples of Key CAV Players

a.

Private Industry






















Google
Tesla
GM
Ford
Nissan
Delphi
Bosch
Continental
Denso
Econolite
Iteris
Qualcomm
Xerox
Cohda Wireless
Siemens
Sound Transit
car2go
Pronto
Getaround
RelayRides

a.

Universities








University of Michigan
Virginia Tech
Texas A&M
Carnegie Mellon
UC Berkeley
University of Washington
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Module 8

CAV ramifications for State
DOT’s

Agenda
• What are key policy and technical
ramifications of CV deployment for State
DOT’s?
• What are key policy and technical
ramifications of AV deployment for State
DOT’s?
• What are additional considerations for
Driverless vehicles?
• Timing and readiness

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of CV deployment for State DOT’s?
• Transportation planning and travel demand modeling
policies
– Travel characteristics and choice and behavior modeling
– Transportation Data and Forecasts policies
– Scenario planning

• Funding - Inadequate infrastructure investment hinders
readiness
– TIFIA program – Leverage DOT loans into more capital
funding
– Public Private partnership
– User fee based and other methods

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of CV deployment for State DOT’s? (continued)
• Standards
– Guidance V2I from FHWA and Consistent V2I standards development (
by national Associations) is promising

• Communication – Accommodate seamless implementation from
state to state
– DSRC, Wi-Fi and other means

• Roadway readiness
– Geometric ramifications
• Dedicated CV lanes at certain deployment scale?

• Roadside communication units (RSU’s)
– Significant testing required – Pilot and demonstration projects
– How to fund it?

• Pavement marking
– Significant maintenance might be required

• Signing
– More consistency and maintenance might be required

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of CV deployment for State DOT’s? (continued)
• Roadway sensors
– Capital improvement and Maintenance might be
required

• Operational
– Shorter headway will be helpful for traffic throughput
– Real time Bottleneck warning will help traffic flow
– Weaving issues due to shorter headways

• Truck platooning
–
–
–
–

Potential early deployment
Standards
Multi-state pilots
Geometric ramifications? Possible dedicated lane at
scale

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of CV deployment for State DOT’s? (continued)
• At what scale of deployment we need to do what?
• Business models – Affording to absorb the cost of
installing and maintaining the system?
– CV provides a significant ROI in safety and traffic
operations benefits

• Consumer demand – will drive the deployment
• Consumer outreach and education
– Need for harmonization and common approach

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of AV deployment for State DOT’s?
NHTSA Automation definition
Level of vehicle Automation
0

1

2

3

4

Driver Only

Specific Function
Automation

Combined Function
Automation

Limited Self-Driving
Automation

Full Self-Driving
Automation

Example: Adaptive
cruise control with
lane centering

Driver cedes full
control of all safety
critical function
under certain traffic
conditions or
situations

Vehicle performs all
safety-critical driving
functions

No automated
driving features

Example: Electronic
stability control-vehicle automatically
assists with braking

Disruptive (Revolutionary) path of deployment
• OEM’s, and Suppliers aggressively develop, Federal and States policies
facilitate development to reach a significant number on roads by 2025

Evolutionary path to deployment

What are key policy and technical ramifications
of AV deployment for State DOT’s? (Continued)

• Would the insurance system should change to
be more uniform across states or OEM’s
should be required to accept more
responsibility for damages and injuries?
• Settling in on a process for deciding whether a
specific vehicle automation system is “safe
enough” to operate on public roads, across 50
states, is extremely cumbersome and takes
time.

What are key policy and technical ramifications of AV
deployment for State DOT’s? (Continued)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State versus National responsibilities
Modification of motor vehicle codes
Uniform standards
Roadside and intersection infrastructure
Operational and Geometric ramifications
Signing and striping
Communication and sensors

What are additional considerations for
Driverless deployment for State DOT’s?
• Reliability
• At what scale of deployment we need to
do what?
• Consumer demand
• Consumer outreach and education

• Shared use economy
• Business models and fees

• Land use, parking

Readiness timing
• Consumer demand for vehicle level 3 and V2V capabilities
would be strong
– Young adults seek technologically advanced eco-friendly vehicles
with high level of automation

• Promising safety improvement of CV will help accelerate
deployment
• From 2018 – 2025 the demand will increase and self-driving
vehicles are expected to be present at regional scale.
• 2025 – 2030 is the convergence of Automated and
Connected vehicles
Key policy and technical readiness on demand within 10 years

Q&A
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Reliable information sources

Module 11 Agenda
• Universities and consortia
– MTC, TTI, CMU, Stanford, MIT, VTTI

• USDOT
– NHTSA, FHWA, JPO

• Associations
– AASHTO, TRB, ITE, ITS-A, ITS state Chapters

• Standards
– SAE (V2V, automotive cybersecurity and functional
safety)

Active national CAV policy & technical
efforts
• V2I Deployment Coalition (V2I-DC)
– AASHTO, ITE and ITS-A

• AASHTO CAV Executive Leadership Team (CAVELT)
• National Operations Center of Excellence
(NOCoE)
– AASHTO, ITE and ITS-A

JPO resources
Visit Program Website for Updates:
http://www.its.dot.gov/pilots
Contact: Kate Hartman, Program
Manager, Kate.hartman@dot.gov

• July 19th-21st; San Francisco
• 1,000 attendees expected
• Sessions and Breakouts:
– Policy Making for Automated Vehicles: A Proactive
Approach for Government
– Law & Policy as Infrastructure
– Ethical and Social Implications
– “AV-Ready Cities” or “City-Ready AVs?”

Partners in Research
Summit

Transformational Technologies
In Transportation
Fall 2016 - Michigan

Thank you!
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